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From September 2018 the international project team from the school of Apateu, consisting
of Claudiu Daniel Vlad, Lenuta Vlad, Alina Lenuta Botas, Dana Adelina Avram, Teodora Raluca
Purtan and Viorica Borca, managed to obtain the school's participation in a new Erasmus+
project financed by the European Commission, alongside with partners from Catalonia-Spain,
The Czech Republic and Greece. You can find more details about the project by accessing the
project's webpage:

https://www.classical-origins-of-europe.com/index.html

“Material realizat cu sprijinul financiar al Comisiei Europene. Conţinutul prezentului material reprezintă responsabilitatea exclusivă a autorilor, iar Agenţia
Naţională şi Comisia Europeană nu sunt responsabile pentru modul în care va fi folosit conţinutul informaţiei.”
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This project is aimed to achieve an improvement of English language an communicative skills by means of digital
tools and contents that connect different European countries from the point of view of their classical origins and
heritage.
The association of different schools in Europe is the best way to reach our objectives. It could give us the
opportunity to learn about other cultures which are closer to us than we have ever thought.
Working with colleagues from other countries for a common purpose will expand our vision of the reality that
unites us as European citizens, while English language and ICT skills become meaningful learning tools.
First, we want all participants to be aware of the common traits that we share as European countries. Then, we
would like to innovate teaching methodologies by using digital tools. Finally, to enhance the use of English
beyond the classroom – the whole project becoming a way to see the learning process as a significant procedure.
On the one hand, the results will be achieved through tangible products like posters, maps objects, sketches and
others. Some of them will be digital and others handicraft.
On the other hand, intangible results will be the improvement of students and teachers' knowledge on such distinct
areas as ICT, English or Classical issues. And both, teachers and students, will also increase their collaborative
working skills.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Most of the activities proposed in the project are CLIL (Contents and Language Integrated Learning). The
contents include several topics: history, town planning, language, technology and traditions. All of them under the
same goal which is to learn about our common classical origins. And most of the activities involve the use of new
technologies so as to get a result.
The activities in the project are designed to fulfill its academic objectives and to promote a collaborative
working style in which all students fit and will be able to contribute and benefit.
The students will work individually, in pairs or in groups when activities are in their own school. However,
they will have the possibility to work in mixed pairs or in groups with mates from other countries in mobilities, Skype
sessions or other kinds of connection.
Each partner school will develop activities programmed according to the objectives. Since the project has
5 main sections (history, town planning, language, technology and traditions), each mobility will focus on just one
section. All the sections included in the project will be displayed in front of a public as a result of the project and
other final products, like Glogster posters, will be exhibited.
During the project each school will work all the sections with the whole group of students, Each country will
follow the development of the partners' activities and reach agreements via Moodle or Twinspace.
The meetings of partner teachers will be held each time there is a mobility and via Skype periodically. During
each mobility at least on teachers meeting will take place while students are spending their free time with their host
families.
At least one partner of each of the associated schools has an assigned responsibility. Several main roles are
performed: a coordinator to manage the project as a whole (Catalonia-Spain), a secretary to write the meeting minutes
(Czech Republic), an assessor to evaluate the process and results (Greece) and a disseminator of output on social
networks (Romania).

PARTNER SCHOOLS
SPANIA - CATALONIA
Instituto Alexandre De Riquer

CEHIA
Základní škola, Brno

GRECIA
4th Gymnasium Volos

ROMÂNIA
Școala Gimnazială ”Gheorghe Popovici” Apateu

THE MOBILITY IN SPAIN-CATALONIA
NOVEMBER 2018
The first mobility of the Erasmus+ project took place in Calaf, Spain, at Instituto Alexandre Riquer, between
18-23 November 2018. Two teachers and five students from each partner school were present at the meeting. According to the project planning, each meeting had to focus on one particular topic. The topic set for this mobility was
centered around collecting, processing and synthesizing historical data.
There were several activities organized during the week spent in Catalonia: student workshops, study visits, and
teacher meetings held in order to set up details of forthcoming activities.

Project team meetings
The first topic discussed was about the withdrawal of the Italian partner from the project and the need to redistribute the tasks among the remaining schools. As agreed, the last mobility, due in Italy, will now be held in Spain, as
they are the project coordinators.
The school from Spain will, therefore, coordinate all project activities, while the Czech partner will write the
meeting minutes. Greece will prepare and share assessment and evaluation documents with all partner schools, while
Romania is responsible for the dissemination of all activities, by creating a web page of the project.
Another matter dealt with during the project team meetings was agreeing on a convenient timetable for the next mobilities and for the activities held before and during the next mobility, in Romania.
Student workshops
Before the Calaf mobility, the students from each partner country had worked on several educational products,
following closely the instructions of the Catalan coordinators. First, the students from each country worked together
to come up with a logo of the project, thus entering the competition for the official logo of the project. Second, the
students were provided with a text about the Myth of Europe, which they had to read, translate and analyze. Then
they had to choose and prepare an oral presentation of a painting or a sculpture related to the Myth of Europe. The
third task they had to prepare before the Catalonia mobility was the creation of a specific map of the Roman Empire,
using the app My Maps.
In the first day of the meeting from Calaf, two activities were held: there was the oral presentation of the
paintings or sculptures chosen by the students from the partner schools, as well as the presentation of the proposed
project logos. In the end, it was decided that the official logo of the Erasmus+ Project be a combination between all
logos, so as to include specific elements proposed by each country. With the help of the Art teacher, all four logos
combined resulted in the official project logo.

During the meeting, the students worked in the ICT lab with programs such as Timeline and Movie Maker. By
learning to use Timeline, the students could place on a timeline information regarding different periods in the history
of the Roman Empire. In order to do so, they were grouped in 4 international teams. Using Movie Maker, they also
had to prepare a short movie about Roman towns, in which to include photos and videos taken during the study visits
from Barcino and Tarraco. All products created by the students during the mobility were presented in the last day of
their stay in Spain..

Study visits
The first study trip took place on Tuesday, in Barcelona, where students and teachers from all partner schools
visited Barcino and discovered precious information about the town origins. They also visited the History Museum
from Barcelona. On Thursday, the main historical attraction was Tarragona (Tarraco), where they could all see the
aqueduct, the remains of the Roman circus, the amphitheater and the Roman road Via Augusta.
All participants returned from this mobility more informed regarding the history of the Roman Empire, and
the use of communication and ICT skills in English. Last but not least, this experience enriched their horizon by
allowing them to make friends with students from different countries.

THE MOBILITY IN ROMANIA
FEBRUARY 2019
In February 2019 our school hosted the second mobility from the Erasmus+ Project “Birds of a feather flock together.
Europe’s classical origins.” 23 students and teachers from all three partner countries (Catalonia-Spain, Greece, Czech
Republic) came to our school in Apateu.
When they first got here, the partners were greeted by children wearing folk costumes and they were offered bread
and salt, according to the Romanian tradition. Then they were taken on a tour of the school and of the village. In
order to get to know each other better, the children involved in the project participated in a team working session.
In the ICT lab, the students divided in mixed groups worked together to build a model of a Roman house , using the
program Floorplanner. In the evening, the Romanian hosts organized the welcome-dinner, where all the guests could
try traditional Romanian food.

In order to explore deeper the theme of the project, Europe’s classical origins, and to understand better the Latin influence on the Romanian people, Tuesday was entirely devoted to visiting the archaeological site of Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, the ancient capital of the Roman province Dacia. The students visited the ruins of the old Dacian
fortress , took pictures, listened to the information of the local guide and enjoyed the beauty of the site. All collected
data were captured on camera as short interviews or presentations made by the students.
On Wednesday more activities took place. The students participated in a workshop where they learned to build 3D
plans of ancient Roman towns, using the ICT programs LibreCad and FreeCad. In the evening a short trip was organized to Arad, where both students and teachers visited some of the most important touristic attractions: the Town Hall,
the National Theater “Ioan Slavici,” The State Philharmonic, the town center. The evening was over with a short visit
to the local department store, Atrium Mall.

The fourth day spent in Romania showed our guests around the town of Oradea, where the most representative
and beautiful sites were checked on the visiting list: The Moon Church, The Fortress of Oradea, The “Black Eagle”
Palace. This time, the Romanian students had to present to their foreign guests a few pieces of information about the
main touristic attractions visited and to record these presentations, using any available audio-video devices.
On the last day spent at the school from Apateu, the students put together all the data collected during the
study visits and made short videos using Movie Maker, that they presented, in mixed international groups, during the
final public session. In the mentioned session they also presented, but this time in teams representing their own country, the models of ancient Roman constructions that they had built back home and brought to Romania.
The evening ended for the teachers from the partner schools with a farewell dinner organized at a restaurant
offering a taste of the traditional dishes and Romanian folkloric music.

THE MOBILITY IN GREECE
MAY 2019
As part of the Erasmus+ project, at the beginning of May, a team made up of two teachers and five students
from our school went in a new mobility, in Greece, at the host-school from Volos. The departure day was May 5th, a
memorable day for many of the students, as they would embark on their very first flight, from Timisoara to Athens.
On Monday, May 6th, we met our project partners who took us on a study visit at the Museum Acropolis in Athens.
We were very impressed by the size of the museum and the number of exhibited items. Moreover, through the
glass-floor we could see unfinished archaeological digs. On the ground floor, a guide presented the history of Athens
and of the temples from the Acropolis Hill, as well as signs of the Roman influence , visible today through the presence of various relics (bas-relief and statues). On the first floor, we were impressed by the Porch of Caryatids – six
columns sculpted in the shape of women – which have supported for more than 2000 years the portico from Athena’s
Temple, Erechtheion. After visiting the archaeological museum, we went up the Acropolis Hill – the “sacred rock” –
where we found out new information about the four main constructions: the Propilea (the entrance), the Temple of
the goddess Athena Nike, the Parthenon and the Erechtheion.

On Tuesday, May 7th, we started our day by visiting the school from Volos, 4th High School. Next, the students went to the ICT lab where they learned to create conceptual maps, using the program Concept Maps. The
international teams, made up of students from all four partner countries, retraced word families in their own mother
tongue, starting from a Latin word or word root. The day continued with the tour-visit of the Theater of Demetrias,
from Volos, and ended with the working-meeting of the project team.
Wednesday, May 8th, was another special day because we visited the Meteors: an important monastic center
with orthodox monasteries built on top of steep rocks – reaching 400m height, created through the natural erosion of
wind and water, as a consequence of a geological mountain fault. These geological phenomena were explained to us
at the Digital Projection Center, situated at the foot of the mountain. The word “Meteora” means “the middle of the
sky” or “suspended in the air” and, as the name suggests, you truly feel there closer to God; the scenery is breathtaking. Out of the 24 monasteries built in the past, there are still 6 remaining nowadays; we visited the most easily
accessible: the Holy Monastery of St. Stephen.

On Thursday, May 6th, all activities took place at the school from Volos. In the first part of the day, the Greek
team taught us a few words in Greek and how to write using the Greek alphabet – a workshop most enthusiastically
greeted by both students and teachers. Next, the students worked in the ICT lab with online editing programs, in order
to create team posters, using all the photos gathered during the visits to Athens and Meteora. At the end of the activity, all posters were presented in front of the assessment team of teachers.

On Friday, May 10th, each national team of students presented information about their mother tongue, its
formation, development and connection to the Latin language. The students’ speeches were accompanied by Power
Point presentations and short videos, and ended with linguistic exchanges from/into the four languages of the partner
schools. Learning words in a different language greatly helped strengthen the bond between the students taking part
in the mobility. Each presentation was assessed, according to preset guidelines, by a jury formed of teachers. On the
same day, the mixed teams of students who had worked on the conceptual word-maps, also presented their findings,
showing, in fact, that all spoken languages in the present mobility share a set of common roots. Later on, everybody
had a wonderful time watching Volos students perform traditional Greek dances. The day ended with a farewell lunch
offered by our hosts.
The mobility in Volos was a unique experience, especially from an academic point of view, since we found out a lot
of information about Greece, about Greek customs and traditions, and, most important of all, about the Greek and
Roman culture whose traces are visible even today. We had the amazing opportunity to visit ruins and historical relics
that were once known to us only from book illustrations.

MOBILITY IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
DECEMBER 2019
In the first half of December 2019, the representatives of the partner schools gathered in a meeting held hosted
by our Czech partners.
“Gheorghe Popovici” Secondary School was represented by 6 students and 3 teachers, who were all warmly welcome by our Czech partners.
Throughout the week, the activities dedicated to the documentation visits were accompanied by activities whose
purpose was the use of various software programs and the creation of final products specific to the objectives of the
project.
Monday, 9th December 2019
The week started with the welcoming ceremony which was followed by the presentation of the school. We were
organised in three national groups and students from the host school were our guides.
Considering the traditions and the holidays period that we were in, the students from the Czech Republic presented a show called Saint Nicholas’ Festival. That was an opportunity for 4 of our students, members of the blockflute
orchestra of our school, to give the audience a good atmosphere by playing various songs and Christmas carols.
In the second part of the day, students were presented the programs and the applications that they would have to
work with during the day: Prezi, Kahoot, Movie maker. Students were divided in four international groups and received three tasks that they would have to finalize throughout the mobility: a video made with Movie Maker that
had to contain information and illustrations from the documentation visits and from the Christmas Market in Brno, a
questionnaire about Christmas traditions and customs of the four countries created with Kahoot and a challenge to be
“mannequins” in a place of their choice.

Tuesday, 10th December 2019
The second day was dedicated to the documentation visits. We visited the Coeli museum and monastery, the cave and
the underground river from Punkva and the Veveri Castle. Students, divided in international groups, received instructions regarding the information that they had to gather during the visit. The teachers guided the students permanently,
helping them to overcome any obstacle.

Wednesday, 11th December 2019
In the first part of the day, the activities took place in the pottery laboratory. The students of the host school
created fish-shaped ceramic figurines that they offered to all participants, who could then paint it their taste, writing
their names on the back. At the end, the products were introduced in special ovens, being prepared to be given to the
student on Friday.
Furthermore, we attended an archaeology class presented by Marek Valah, from the Institute of Archaeology, Centre
for the Roman and Great Migration Period. In the first part of the meeting, we were presented information and images, which were then followed by an interactive part, where we were able to see real archaeological pieces found by
archaeologists during excavations.
After lunch, we participated in an activity that was enjoy both by the students, and the teachers. We discovered
a Christmas tradition from Brno: we baked and decorated gingerbread. This activity took place in the kitchen of the
school, which was equipped with various electric ovens.

Thursday, 12th December 2019
In the morning, we visited Brno, where we saw the cathedral, the theatre and the four Christmas markets. It
was an opportunity for students to gather information and to take photos, and videos for the final videos that they had
to create. We then had a delicious lunch at school. Under the guidance of a teacher, students worked on the questionnaire created with Kahoot in the I.T. laboratory. Meanwhile, the teachers discussed details regarding the next meeting
that would take place in Calaf from 9th to 14th March 2020. The partners from Spain introduced the activities that
will occur before and during the meeting and the IT programs that would be used.

Friday, 13th December 2019
Friday was dedicated to the presentation of the products that had been created by the students within their countries
and those made during the mobility week. We attended a Kahoot competition and watched the videos created by the
students within international groups. Afterwards, the students presented the Christmas traditions and customs specific
to their countries by using Prezi.
The closing ceremony was filled with a Czech artistic program and a Spanish dance. In order to give farewell to the
guests, the mayor from Kralovo Pole was present. In the end, we were offered the attendance certificates, which represented a proof for the involvement in international activities, promoting diversity and knowing more regarding the
common origins of the countries.

MOBILITY IN CATALONIA-SPAIN
MARCH 2020
The last mobility of the Erasmus+ project took place at Alexandre Riquer of Calf, Spain, between 9th - 14th
March 2020. Considering the situation COVID-19, only three of the four partner countries participated in the meeting, as Greek ware not able to do so due to the restrictions imposed by the their government. Each one of the three
countries was represented by two teachers and five students. As every meeting within the project is organised depending on a subject, the last mobility was all about technology.
Throughout the week, students were involved in teaching activities, documentation visits and teachers had project
meetings, so as to establish the following activities.

Monday, 9th March 2020
The week commenced with a welcome meeting at the school’s library, where we were introduced to the schedule of
the week, which was followed by a visit of the school.
The first educational activity consisted in an oral presentation of the 3D objects, which had been created by the
students by using the programs Thinkercard and Thingiverse before the mobility. Within this presentation, students
talked about the experience they lived when they projected these objects: difficulties they has, what seemed easier
to create, what knowledge they gathered, and how they divided the tasks within their teams. The evaluation of these
presentations has been made by the teachers, who followed a pre-determined indicators grid.
Following the oral presentations, students, accompanied by teachers, went to the IT lab, where they were explained and exposed the next activity: students, divided in four multicultural groups, had to assemble a catapult that they
would then use in a competition on Wednesday.
After lunch, the students went on sightseeing tour presented by the host students. For this activity, each student received a touristic guide created with QR codes. Helping them discover the city with the help of technology.
Meanwhile, the project team gathered to discuss the past activities of the project and establish the tasks for each
partner, according to the project form.

Tuesday, 10th March 2020
The day was dedicated to documentation visits and we visited the Greco-Roman ruins of Ampurias, city located on
the shore of the Mediterranean Sea. It was initially built by the Greek colonists and then conquered by the Romans.
Students were delighted to hear how the guide rebuilt stories from the ruins and words, displaying the real and legendary life of Romans in Antiquity. Moreover, we visited The Archaeological Museum of Catalonia situated near the
archaeological sites. On our way back, we stopped by the seaside and admired the wall that was left of the fortress
built by the people of Ancient Greek.

Wednesday, 11th March 2020
Students were involved in two activities. In the first half of the day, they worked in the IT labs on the construction of
the catapults, which was followed by the competition that took place on the sports field and students observed which
team created the best catapult.
Following the lunch, students, coordinated by the IT teacher, created stories with technology and attended an activity called Instagram Story. Meanwhile, the project team discussed the actions that the partner countries should fulfill
in the following period (completion of the Mobility Tool, dissemination, charging the final products on the website
and eTtwinning). Furthermore, we divided the tasks for the completion of the Final Report to each partner school.

Thursday, 12th March 2020
This day was dedicated to a documentation visit to the Museum of Sitges. During this visit, students and teachers
gathered new information regarding the different technologies used in Antiquity in two important domains: painting
and sculpture and they could observe various objects created of glass, metal or stone.
Friday, 13th March 2020
The last day of the mobility gave us the chance to enjoy a walk to the neighboring village and visit the tour of Manresa. Afterwards, all the participants were given the Attendance certificates during the final ceremony.
All participants went back to their countries full of knowledge and new skills: they improved their manner of communicating in English, gathered abilities in using various applications and last, but not least, they enriched their souls
with friendships tightened with people from the partner countries.

PROJECT RESULTS
CALAF MOBILITY RESULTS
During the mobility in Catalonia-Spain, 5 mixed teams were created, each partner country having at least one
member in each team. All activities were centered around the historical topic.
The students worked with data related to different periods of the Roman Empire and had to create historical maps
using the online app My Maps. Each group had to create three maps which were presented during the oral session
from Friday.
Before the two study trips to Barcelona and Tarragona, the students were specifically instructed in the type of information that they would have to gather in order to create short films using Movie Maker. Therefore, all teams took
photos and made short recordings in which each team member presented a touristic objective. Back in the ICT lab,
the international teams edited and processed all their collected material and made short films with Movie Maker, in
which they included not only pictures and video recordings, but also written text and musical background.
Another activity involved the use of the online app Timeline. The students were divided in 6 groups of 4 members,
each group receiving a list of important events in the history of the Roman Empire. The students had to put these
events in chronological order, on a digital timeline, and even had the possibility to add a representative picture to
illustrate the given historical period. Therefore, 6 timelines were created and duly presented during the Friday oral
session.
All project results: 12 maps created with Google Maps, 5 short films edited with Movie Maker, and 6 timelines made
with Timeline, can be found on the project web page, in the section “Results.”

Follow the QR code to visualize
the products created within the
mobility in the Calaf.

APATEU MOBILITY RESULTS
During the mobility in Romania, 5 mixed teams were created, each partner country having at least one member in each team. All activities were centered around the topic of town planning.
On the first day, the 5 teams worked in the ICT lab on the construction of a digital model of a Roman house, using the
program Floorplanner. On Wednesday, all teams participated in a workshop where they learned to make 3D plans of
ancient Roman towns, using the programs LibreCad and FreeCad. The last day spent in Apateu was entirely devoted
to finishing and presenting the activities proposed in the project. In the first part of the day, using Movie Maker, the
students compiled and edited the recordings and pictures taken during the study trips to Sarmizegetusa, Arad, Oradea,
and created short films about the touristic objectives that they had visited. These short films were presented in the final public session that took place later on, that same day, along with the 3D plans of Roman towns or houses, created
using Floorplanner, Librecad and FreeCad. In the public session, the students, this time in their national teams, also
presented the hadicraft models of Roman constructions that they had prepared and brought from back home.

Follow the QR code to visualize
the products created within the
mobility in the Apateu.

VOLOS MOBILITY RESULTS
Before the mobility in Greece, each team of the partner schools had to prepare a Power Point presentation
about the particularities of the language spoken in their own country. Our presentation contained information about
the origin of the Romanian language, general data about the territories and people speaking the language, as well as
about learning Romanian and other foreign languages in our school. Our presentation also contained the Latin text of
the legend of “The Abduction of Europa,” which was translated in Romanian. The Romanian translation of the text
was displayed and an audio recording of it was played out loud for the public. Last but not least, our presentation also
contained a few usual expressions and greetings in Romanian, that the foreign students and teachers were encouraged to practice.
During the mobility in Greece, 5 mixed teams were created, each partner country having at least one member in each
team. All activities were centered around the linguistic topic.
The mixed teams had to create a poster to illustrate the most important aspects of the two study visits, in Athens and
Meteora. The posters were assessed from several points of view: artistic production (representative images, colors,
design etc.), relevance to the topic and oral presentation.
The word-family maps, Concept Maps, were another result of the collaboration inside international teams. Starting
from Latin words or word-roots, the students traced word families in their mother tongues, thus showing, if it were
the case, the common origin of some existing words in the languages spoken in the mobility: Romanian, Greek,
Czech, Catalan and English. These concept maps were presented orally: each team member read the words in his/her
mother tongue and explained their meaning in English.
It is worth mentioning that the presentation of the Greek alphabet and the pronunciation of Greek expressions by our
hosts was greeted with great enthusiasm by both students and teachers from all partner schools.
Follow the QR code to visualize
the products created within the
mobility in the Volos.

BRNO MOBILITY RESULTS
The subject of the mobility in the Czech Republic was represented by traditions. The activities connected it were divided in activities done before and activities done during the mobility. Students learnt using various applications and
IT means like: Prezi, Skype, Kahoot, Movie Maker.
Students learnt to use Prezi before the mobility. The students part of the Erasmus project team of our school worked in four groups, each one of team creating a presentation about Christmas. Following this activity, a presentation
was used to be introduced within the mobility in the Czech Republic. Another material that the students worked on
before the mobility was the research conducted on the Roman celebration called Saturnalia and presenting in during
the Skype call on 21st November 2019.
During the mobility, students worked in four international groups. Since the first day, they received guidance on
creating the video containing information, imagines and recordings gathered within the documentation visits and
during the activities. These videos have been created with the application Movie Maker and were presented on Friday, the last day of mobility.
The second activity, with the purpose of creating a material using an application was the design of a form with the
application Kahoot, which was conducted on the subject of Christmas customs and traditions within the four countries: Romania, the Czech Republic, Spain and Greece

Follow the QR code to visualize
the products created within the
mobility in the Czech Republic.

CALAF MOBILITY RESULTS - MARCH 2020
The subject of the second mobility in Spain was represented by technologies. Before the mobility, students
learnt to create various Roman models using the programs Thikercad and Thingiverse. Working in three teams, our
students developed water mills in Thingiverse and an a Roman aqueduct in Thinkercad. Before creating the Roman
aqueduct within the IT programs, each team had to design a sketch of the construction.
The projections made within the programs were sent to the Spanish partner, who then transformed them into tangible products with the 3D printer. The final products were given to the teams during the mobility.
Another activity undertaken before the mobility ware the presentations in Prezi, where students exposed their experience in using the two programs. They emphasized the easy or difficult activities to perform, the distribution of tasks
within the team and how they managed to create the final projections. The final presentation were sent to the partners
from Spain and visualized during the mobility.
During the mobility in Calaf, students were divided in four international group and worked on the construction of a
catapult. The activity was undertaken in the lab for technological activities and it was followed by a competition, in
order for all the participants to decide which was the best product.
Also, helped by Instagram Story, students have created a story of the mobility week, using information, images and
recording from the documentation visits and from performed activities .

Follow the QR code to visualize
the products created within the
mobility in the Calaf.

THE SKYPE CALL
The Skype call took place on 21st November 2019. Within this online meeting, the students from the four partner
countries had the chance to expose the results of the research work they did in order to discover details regarding the
traditions of the Roman celebration Saturnalia.
Romans celebrated Saturnalia at the end of autumn, after the harvest. It was the celebration of joy, similar to Christmas in the present.
Considering that the subject mobility in the Czech Republic, which would take place in December 2019 was around
traditions, this activity proved to be very useful. Students from the four countries gathered information about this Roman celebration and compared it to the Christmas traditions from their countries. This way they discovered that some
of the Roman traditions are still found within present celebration of each country.
This activity involved 12 students of every country and they were divided in four teams. The first team gathered
information regarding the date when Saturnalia was celebrated, greeting, decorations, candles, and lights. The second
team found more about holidays, food and socializing activities. The third team collected facts about the charity acts,
songs, exchange of gifts, while the fourth team tried to know more about the inversion of the roles master-servant.
Following the research, every team took care of the manner in which they would present, expose the information so
that it would be attractive, conclusive and original to the audience. This presentation took place within a Skype call.
Students dressed up as Romans and did role playing to emphasize the traditions of Saturnalia.
Within this activity, the three objectives of the project were harmoniously fulfilled: the identification of common
points related to the origin of each nation, the development of the communication skills in English, and the advancement in using the IT tools.

LOCAL PROJECT DISSEMINATION
ORGANIZED BY THE SCHOOL
INSPECTORATE OF ARAD COUNTY
On June 12th 2019, the school Inspectorate from Arad organized at Francisc Neuman Highschool the
dissemination session called “Good practices in implementing European projects in the county of Arad,” where all
schools involved in international projects during the previous and the current academic year were invited. Gheorghe
Popovici Secondary School from Apateu also participated in the event in order to present and promote the Erasmus+
Project “Birds of a feather flock together. Europe's classical origins.”
Before 11 a.m., the Apateu team represented by both teachers, including the headmaster, Claudiu-Daniel Vlad, and
a couple of students involved in the project, reached the premises of the Highschool Francisc Neuman and installed
their promotion stand, exhibiting a few of the products resulted from the project (3D models of Roman constructions,
brochures, banners, and other promoting materials).
In the opening of the session, the deputy school inspector, Nicolae Pellegrini, and the school inspector responsible
for educational projects, Anca Lupei, welcomed the guests that had come from all over the county and announced the
program of the event.

In the first part of the day, teachers and students could walk from one promotion stand to another in order
to find out more about the projects taking place in the schools from Arad. They could either check the available
presentation materials or personally interact with members of the teams who had hosted or been in international
mobilities. In the second part of the day, all teaching staff were invited to a training session on the use of digital tools
inside the classroom, such as MentiMeter, Canva, PicMonkey or Prezi. Meanwhile, the students had the opportunity
to get to know one another and share their experiences from the mobilities in which they had participated.
The general tone of the event was extremely pleasant and motivating, as the aim of the dissemination session
had been successfully achieved: that is to bring together people who have in common the vision of a complex
educational system in which the process of learning goes beyond the walls of a classroom or the borders of a country.

ERASMUS+ EXPERIENCES
FLASH INTERVIEWS
Student:
Gudiu Dariana

Where did you go for your Erasmus+ Mobility Project?
During my Erasmus+ mobility, I went to Volos, Greece, to the Geniko Likio 4o Volou school.
Please describe the activities you attended during your stay there.
During my stay I went on several trips. I went to Athens, where I
visited the Athens Museum and the Acropolis. I went to Meteora, where I
visited the famous monasteries and a famous Roman amphitheatre in Volos.
At school we took part in a series of educational activities and we presented
our work from our home country. We used the PosterMyWall software and
we learned to make posters with the photos from our trips. It was a bit hard
to work with that new software, but we handled it quite well and we learned
many new things.
What skills have you gained?
By taking part in the Erasmus+ program, I managed to improve my
knowledge of English. We also learned to use various IT programs and to
better communicate with people around us.
Do you think it is important for our school to take part in European
projects?
Yes, I think the participation of our school in European projects is
important, because it gives us the opportunity to make new friends, unforgettable memories and experiences and, most importantly, students have the
chance to develop their English skills and use various online apps.

Where did you go for your Erasmus+ Mobility Project?
I went to Volos, Greece, to the Geniko Likio 4o Volou school.
Please describe the activities you attended during your stay there.
We went on study trips to different regions of Greece like Athens and
Meteora. On the first day we went to Athens, on the second day we worked
in the computer lab at school, on the third day we went to Meteora, on the
fourth day again we worked in the computer lab, on PosterMyWall, and we
visited a Roman amphitheatre and on the fifth day we presented the work we
did in the lab and talked about the languages that are studied in our school.
What skills have you gained?
I improved my English, I learned many things about Greece and the
local customs in Volos and I learned to use Computer apps.
Do you think it is important for our school to take part in European
projects?
I think it is a good thing for our school to take part in these projects
and gain new experiences. We went far with these projects and it would be
great for us to have the chance to be involved in more similar projects. Considering this, I am proud of my school.

Student:
Stana Alexandra

Student:
Botaș Bianca

Student:
Stana Melisa

Student:
Bota Tania

Where did you go for your Erasmus+ Mobility Project?
I went to Calaf, Spain, to the IES Alexandre Riquer school.
Please describe the activities you attended during your stay there.
We learned to use online apps such as Google Maps, Timeline and Movie
Maker. We went on study trips to Barcelona, the capital of Catalonia and Tarragona, where we visited the Roman amphitheatre and aqueduct. We presented the
work we had done back in Romania (logo, coin, The Abduction of Europa and
the map of the Roman Empire on Romanian territory) as well as the work we did
during our stay (the timeline and the films from the two study trips).
What skills have you gained?
IT skills (Movie Maker, TimeLine, Google Maps), I improved my English
and broadened my general knowledge.
Do you think it is important for our school to take part in European projects?
Yes, because this helps both students and teachers by gaining skills in IT
and by learning new things about other countries.

Where did you go for your Erasmus+ Mobility Project?
To Greece, at a school named Geniko Likio 4o Volou.
Please describe the activities you attended during your stay there.
We went on study trips to Athens and Meteora. We worked in the computer lab on various IT software such as PosterMyWall, where we learned to make
posters. On the last day we presented the work we did during our stay.
What skills have you gained?
Focusing on IT, I learned to use new software and to retain more information about them, broadening my general knowledge. I also developed my comunication skills in English.
Do you think it is important for our school to take part in European projects?
Our school’s participation in these European projects sets it apart, giving it
a wonderful image, especially because our school is in the countryside. This puts
it in the lead for the many European projects we have, of which we are proud and
for which we are greatful to our teachers, who made possible the integration of
our school among the best schools in the District.
Where did you go for your Erasmus+ Mobility Project?
I went to the IES Alexandre Riquer school in Calaf, Spain.
Please describe the activities you attended during your stay there.
I learned to use the My Maps, Movie Maker and Timeline apps. I visited
two important cities: Barcelona, where I saw the famous Sagrada Familia and
Tarragona, where I visited the Roman Amphitheatre and aqueduct. I presented
my work from back home, namely the seal, the maps I made using My Maps, the
presentations on The Abduction of Europa and the coin.
What skills have you gained?
I gained skills in using some IT programs (Movie Maker, My Maps, Timeline) and I also developed my English skills.
Do you think it’s important for our school to take part in European projects?
I think it is important because students have the chance to improve their
English skills, to make new friends and gain insight on various IT programs.
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